PUBLICATIONS

David A. Diamond, Pleading in the Federal Courts, in BASIC FEDERAL CIVIL PRACTICE (New York State Bar Association, 2001)


Eric M. Freedman, Chasing 'Virtual' Smut, NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL, October 8, 2001

Leon Friedman, War Crimes, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CRIME & JUSTICE (Macmillan Reference 2001)


Joanna Grossman, columns in WRIT, findlaw.com: Who Gets the Engagement Ring When the Wedding Is Off?, October 23; The Adoptability of Abandoned Babies: A Recent New York Case Interprets the State's "Baby Moses" Law, October 9; The Problem With Playing the Blame Game With Respect to the September 11 Tragedy, September 25; Another Inroad Into At-Will Employment: Connecticut's Ruling That an At-Will Employee's Discharge Due to Pregnancy Is Wrongful, September 11, 2001

Lawrence W. Kessler, Evidentiary Foundations in a Criminal Case, in A PRIMER ON EVIDENCE FOR THE CRIMINAL PRACTITIONER (New York State Bar Association 2001)

Lawrence W. Kessler, Trials and Federal Rules of Evidence, in BASIC FEDERAL CIVIL PRACTICE (New York State Bar Association, 2001)


Andrew J. Schepard, Law School Programs Set to Improve Representation of Children, NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL, November 1, 2001

Peter J. Spiro, Tracing the Institutional Insinuation of International Law, 95 PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 50 (2001)

Peter J. Spiro, Not War, Crimes, WRIT, findlaw.com, September 19, 2001

Vern R. Walker, Theories of Uncertainty: Explaining the Possible Sources of Error in Inferences, 22 CARDozo LAW REVIEW 1523 (2001) (symposium edition)

Vern R. Walker, Consistent Levels of Protection in International Trade Disputes: Using Risk Perception Research to Justify Different Levels of Acceptable Risk, 31 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW REPORTER 1317 (2001)

Vern R. Walker, Complexity, Transparency,

PRESENTATIONS

Baruch Bush conducted several workshops on conflict transformation at the International Conference of the Association for Conflict Resolution, the major umbrella organization for scholars and practitioners of ADR, in Toronto, October 10-13.

Nora Demleitner was a panelist at a Villanova Law Review symposium entitled "New Voices on The War on Drugs" on October 13, with a presentation that addressed the panoply of civil sanctions imposed on drug offenders and their families.

David Diamond lectured on “Commencing the Litigation” to New York State Bar Association Basic Civil Practice seminars on Long Island and in New York in October.

Janet Dolgin moderated a panel at the Cardozo Law School on October 30 on “The State versus ‘Mom,’” which considered the responses to pregnant women who use drugs, mothers who kill their children, and similar issues.

Leon Friedman was a commentator on a presentation on first amendment issues by Erwin Chemerimsky of UCLA Law School at a PLI conference on Section 1983 civil rights litigation. He addressed the Brooklyn Criminal Law Association on October 22 on “The Supreme Court and Criminal Law, 2000-2001.” On October 20, he was a panelist at a conference in Minneapolis on intellectual property in the new millennium, sponsored by the University of Minnesota and the National Writers Union, on the Supreme Court’s recent decision in *Tasini v. The New York Times*. On October 12, he was on a panel on legal issues and media coverage at a program sponsored by the Long Island Coalition for Fair Broadcasting. On October 5, he spoke at Touro Law School’s annual Supreme Court review. Also on October 5, he spoke at the Association of the Bar of the City of New York on “Copyright and New Technology.”

Bill Ginsburg spoke on environmental aspects of the New York state constitution at Canisius College on October 4, as part of a series on state constitutional reform.

Larry Kessler lectured on evidence at the New York State Bar Association Basic Federal Civil Practice seminar on October 12.

Peter Kostant presented a paper entitled "Team Production and the Progressive Corporate Law Agenda" at a faculty workshop at Loyola of Los Angeles Law School on October 5.

Alan Resnick made three October appearances in Orlando, Florida. He presented a paper, "Subordination Agreement Provisions Shifting Chapter 11 Voting Rights: Can the Seniors Disenfranchise the Juniors?”, at the National Conference of Bankruptcy Judges. He served as program director and moderator for "A Dialogue with United States Trustees," a panel discussion presented to the American College of Bankruptcy. He also spoke on "Disclosure Requirements under the Proposed Amendments to Bankruptcy Rule 2014," in a program sponsored by the ABA Business Bankruptcy Committee, Subcommittee on Legal Ethics.

Andy Schepard spoke on current developments in child custody law and dispute resolution procedure on October 19 to a
German delegation of leading family court judges, government officials and academics, as part of a U.S. Department of State official visitors program.

Peter Spiro presented a paper entitled “Postnational Decisionmaking” at an international law workshop at the University of Chicago Law School on October 29. He was a panelist at a symposium on "Migration Regulation Goes Local: The Role of States in U.S. Immigration Policy," at NYU Law School on October 26. He participated in a roundtable workshop on “US Approaches to Multilateral Treaties” at NYU Law School on September 29.

BROADCAST MEDIA

Robin Charlow was interviewed for the "Legally Yours" radio program on WLUX on September 13, discussing constitutional issues in airport security.

Monroe Freedman appeared on CNN’s Burden of Proof on September 3, on whether criminal defense lawyers should refuse to represent certain clients.

Mark Movsesian was a guest commentator on six editions of New12 Long Island in September on the subject of the terrorist attacks and the US response to them.

QUOTED IN

Eric Freedman: Child Porn Law Heads to Court; Critics Argue Rules Cast Too Wide a Net, Chicago Tribune, October 28

Monroe Freedman: For Clients' Sake: Under Assault from Government and the ABA, The Privilege Needs Defenders, Legal Times,

October 1

Peter Spiro: Wartime Passions Pose Threat to Civil Liberties, Newhouse News Service, September 14

Vern Walker: Weighing the Risks: Experts Say Widespread Concern Over Anthrax Is Appropriate, abcnews.com., October 25

CITATIONS


Herbie DiFonzo: 8 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol'y 213; 8 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol'y 231; 53 Stan. L. Rev. 1613; 5 J. Gender Race & Just. 175

Janet Dolgin: 53 Fla. L. Rev. 611; 66 Mo. L. Rev. 527

Eric Freedman: 33 Conn. L. Rev. 733; 76 Wash. L. Rev. 701; Stockley, Blood in Their Eyes: The Elaine Race Massacres of 1919 (University of Arkansas Press 2001)


Linda Galler: 68 Tenn. L. Rev. 179

John Gregory: 57 Wash & Lee L. Rev. 1139; 51 DePaul L. Rev. 1; 8 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol'y 87

Eric Lane: 2 Fl.Coastal L.J. 395


Mark Movsesian: 26 Brooklyn J. Int'l L. 1789; 76 NYU L. Rev. 1005; 57 Ann. Surv. Am. L. 75


Alan Resnick: 259 F.3d 323 (5th Cir. 2001); 2001 U.S. Dist. Lexis 14727 (W.D. Tenn. Sept 12, 2001)

Andrew Schepard: 8 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol'y 301; 30 Stetson L. Rev. 1427

Peter Spiro: 76 NYU L. Rev. 1005; 11 Ind. Int'l & Comp. L. Rev. 289

Vern Walker: 36 Wake Forest L. Rev. 605; 22 Cardozo L. Rev. 1835

Cheryl Wade: 2001 BYU Educ. & L. J. 35; 11 Ind. Int'l & Comp. L. Rev. 289

David Yellen: 8 U. Chi. L. Sch. Roundtable 189; 264 F.3d 988 (10th Cir. 2001)

ALSO NOTED

Judith Anspach served on the ABA Site Evaluation team visit to Ave Maria Law School, Ann Arbor, Michigan, October 14 - 17. She was also appointed as Chair of the American Association of Law Libraries Special Committee to Promote Law Librarians as Research Trainers.

Nora Demleitner was appointed as one of two managing editors of the Federal Sentencing Reporter, which is published six times a year by the University of California Press.

Herbie DiFonzo’s book, Beneath the Fault Line, was reviewed on H-Law, the web-based publication of the American Society for Legal History.

Grant Hayden was named to the editorial board of the Regional Labor Review of New York.

Jay Hickey was a visiting professor at the University of New South Wales during the summer, teaching a course on energy, the environment, and the global economy.

Linda McClain was Visiting Scholar at The Baldy Center for Law & Social Policy, University at Buffalo School of Law the week of October 1, during which she taught a short course on Gender, Self-Government, and Equal Citizenship.

Norm Silber was appointed to the advisory board of the Consumer Movement Archives, a principal depository for historical records of the consumer movement located at Kansas State University in Manhattan, Kansas.